Enrollment for Backcountry Incident Management School is now open. Priority is given to Backcountry Incident Management School received a CMC beanie for correctly answering questions related to lighting conditions. Congrats to our winner from last month's trivia question winner Linda Lawson! Linda —

country and backcountry!

If you are leading a trip and observe an incident or near miss, please submit a —

out during hikes. This becomes more challenging with varying hiking speeds and group members spacing response to trail conditions and fatigue which may have played a role in the slip and fall. Analysis:

throughout the remainder of the day.

with their hike while monitoring the injured hiker to ensure they remained stable lower left arm and dry sterile dressings were applied. The group was able to continue on and assessment of the injury. The assessment revealed superficial abrasions on the side, the gravel trail left an abrasion. The leader responded with an initial scene survey submit 2022 winter usage (Jan 1 - May 31) is June 29!

Before requesting new permits, please submit your actual use for any classes held in 2022 through 25. Visit the calendar for more information. On August 1, a Forest Service representative will join us for any last minute questions.

*Interested in having your volunteer needs included in a future issue, complete this form*

Volunteer Spotlight: Sheryl Lampert

Our June volunteer of the month is Sheryl Lampert. Sheryl has been a CMC member since 2001. She started with 4 seasons of Backpacking School and has taken AIARE 1 & 2, Basic Mountaineering School (now Alpine Climbing School), HAMS, and all of the instructors for the following:

- Basic Ice, Nav 1 & 2, and AIARE 1.
- Basic Rock, Intermediate Climbing, Rescue 1 & 2, Trad Climbing,
- Nalgene water bottle
- Beckey / Yarrow Climbing School, HAMS, Basic Mountaineering School (now Alpine Climbing School), HAMS, and all of the

We want to extend our deepest gratitude for all Sheryl has done and continues to do for the Club! You rock Sheryl!
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New Member Hikes - Trip Leaders/Co-leaders

- Ascending Hike Series - Trip Leaders/Co-leaders

Beginner Snowshoe - School Director

Day Hiker School - Senior & Assistant Instructors

Peak Crushers - Trip Leaders
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